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Introducing Automation for Efficiency Gains
In many organisations, there are still a significant number of manual tasks that are highly 
repetitive, mundane, timeconsuming, inefficient and prone to error (e.g. reconciliations, 
checking of data, extracting data from one source and inputting it somewhere else, etc.) 
There is huge pressure on IT departments to drive operations, innovate and become an 
integral part of the business. However, as IT departments struggle to respond rapidly to 
the more pressing needs of the business, automation initiatives tend to get postponed, 
rescheduled or forgotten. The result is the continuation of repetitive manual work, and the 
status quo for inefficient operations remains.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
The emergence of RPA technology is an opportunity for companies to solve the 
automation challenge, improve their processes and eliminate the manual effort consumed 
by these highly repetitive, inefficient, mundane tasks. The introduction of robots to perform 
these tasks frees up your employees to undertake more ‘value-add’ activities, which can 
also lead to improved morale.

RPA and Business Process Improvement
RPA is business process automation where tasks performed by a human are recorded and 
then performed automatically, with little or no human intervention.

With support from NTT DATA Business Solutions, we can help you identify candidates 
for automation, quickly and easily develop the robot(s) and then support you with the 
implementation of the robot(s) into the business process. We ensure that you can get up 
and running with RPA with minimal disruption. Even better news; RPA solutions can be 
deployed in a matter of weeks, not months, as they are not reliant on complex APIs and 
coding.

Employees spend on average between 10% - 25% 
of their working time on repetitive tasks. 98% of IT 
leaders say automating business processes is vital to 
driving business benefits. The average expectation is 
that 20% of FTE capacity could be provided by robots.

[AI Multiple, Robotic Process Automation (RPA)]
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Impact of not automating

 - Operational inefficiencies

 - Compliance and security risks

 - Lack of transparency

 - Increase in workforce as a lot of time consumed in 
manual activities

 - Increased costs

 - Processes prone to errors

 - Disgruntled workforce who find tasks boring

Despite the above impacts, very often automating these 
manual activities is seen as a low priority, especially 
when the IT Team are trying to focus on other business 
requirements/priorities.

Benefits of RPA
Introducing RPA into your business processes is akin to the 
introduction of a digital workforce. It integrates with existing 
technologies, so is non-disruptive (no radical architecture 
changes are required), it is either embedded within SAP 
itself (SAP iRPA or sits on top of existing systems in the 
case of automation tools such as Ui Path). The robots 
complement existing business processes.

Key benefits are:

 - Efficient - can work 24/7 without breaks, and have things 
prepared for the start of a working day

 - Scaleable - can be scaled up/down to align with peaks 
and troughs of demand

 - Minimise human based errors to zero

 - Far quicker than the manual equivalent

 - Complementary - works with existing systems and 
processes

 - Take control of your ROI

 - Cross-functional

 - Flexible

 - Compliant - full traceability/auditability

 - Improves staff retention - staff are not spending lots of 
time with the manual mundane activities

 - Quick to develop and implement

 - Maximise customer satisfaction

What RPA can do for you?

Why choose NTT DATA Business Solutions  
as your RPA Partner?

 - With over 30 years’ experience, we provide you with  
the safest and quickest digital transformation

 - With extensive experience and knowledge of SAP iRPA 
and UiPath, we will help you to identify the best RPA tool 
to support your requirements

 - Flexible: scalable packages for you to choose options 
according to your specific needs and tool selected

 - Affordable

- POC starter pack
(UiPath):

-  Includes scenario discovery workshop - where candidates 
for process automation will be identified

-  Delivers single working robot for one of the candidates 
identified - this is typically the one which delivers the 
biggest benefit to the organisation

-  Roadmap defined for further development opportunities
-  Knowledge Transfer on maintenance of delivered robot - 

£12,000

- (SAP iRPA)
If there is an existing SAP robot which aligns with 
requirements and requires minor modifications we can 
create a new robot with reference and ‘adapt’ to meet 
requirements

-  price can vary depending upon level of modification 
required

-  Aftercare can be provided by our Managed Services Team

Computer - coded software

Programmes that replace humans performing 
rewtitive rules-based tasks

Cross - functional and cross-application macros

Most confidential point of automation jorney

Walking, talking auto - bots

Physically existing machines processing paper

Only an Artificial intelligence or voice recognition 
and reply software

RPA isn’t...RPA is...

Open email and attachments

Log into web/
enterprise applications

Move files and folders

Copy and paste

Fill in forms

Raed and write to databases

Scrape data from the web

Connect to system API

Make calculations

Extract structured data
from documents

Collect social media statistics

Follow ‘if/then’ decisions/rules



NTT DATA Business Solutions

Follow us on

Your Partner for Success
Do you want to embark on your journey to automation 
but unsure where to start? If so, then NTT DATA Business 
Solutions is your perfect partner.

We support our customers with an unrivalled wealth of 
experience from a multitude of successful projects. Get in 
touch today to learn more about taking your business a step 
forward to include a digital workforce.

Our Success Stories
NTT DATA Business Solutionshas deployed RPA innovations 
with our customer, BSH, in a number of different areas;

 - Bank Account Transfers

 - Database Upgrades

 - Time Sheet Planning

 - Purchase Invoice Approval

 - Quality Control Tasks

 - Supplier Declarations

To discover more about the RPA solutions implemented with 
BSH including the project timescales, please download the 
short presentation here.
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Want to know more?
Do not hesitate to contact us:

Info-solutions-uk@nttdata.com

We Transform. SAP® Solutions into Value  
Digital transformation helps companies reach their full 
potential – if the underlying technologies work for the  
people using them! At NTT DATA Business Solutions,  
we design, implement, manage and continuously enhance 
SAP solutions to make them work for companies –  
and for their people. 

www.nttdata-solutions.com

The relationship between 
technology and people has 
to change in the future for 
the better, and I think RPA 
is one of the great tools to 
enable that change.
[Leslie Willcocks, professor of 
technology, work, and globalisation at the 
London School of Economics]

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ndbs-uki/
https://www.facebook.com/NTTDATABusinessSolutionsUK
https://twitter.com/NDBS_UKI
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEiOVVKDWnyt3Wv2iAF6wHA/featured

